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Green Haven - a beautiful farmhouse style house near the forest, where tradition meets 

modernity

This house, nestled in the forest, is a dream come true and a memory of a happy 

childhood. It combines modernity with tradition, simplicity and tranquility with elegance. It 

allows the greenery that was here first to look inside.

Małgorzata and Jacek had been dreaming of living in the forest for several years, but they 

couldn't find a good place. One autumn they went for mushrooms and several kilometers 

outside Warsaw, apart from a basket of boletes, they found ... a plot. In three days they 

sold the house, rented a segment and started construction. Małgorzata, who is an interior 

designer, took care of the arrangement. He runs the studio Zen Interiors (zeninteriors.pl). 

She also came up with what the house would look like. - The plot has an unusual shape - 

a trapezoid - so creating a project that would perfectly fit into it was not easy - she says.

These are three one-story buildings clad in sandstone, with connectors between them. 

They chose the stone not by accident - it refers to their favorite climates from the south of 

Europe - Croatian towns and Tuscan vineyards. It took a long time to find him. They 

started with Kazimierz Dolny, famous for its hewn stone buildings. – We went around the 

houses and asked the owners who made their facades. However, it quickly turned out that 

most of them were old, renovated tenement houses. We did not give up and kept looking –

Małgorzata recalls. Until they wandered to Szydłowiec Świętokrzyski, to the sandstone 

mine. The house is divided into three zones: living, bedroom and garage. The residential 

ones have huge windows, gas floor heating and a view of the forest. – Green gives energy

and good mood, so I wanted it to flow inside – explains the designer.
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